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why regulate finance ? 
 

 two reasons to regulate economic activities 
 because they ¨ pollute¨ : negative externalities 
 because markets don’t work  (incomplete, market failures) 
 

 pre-crisis : assumption that financial markets are  
¨efficient¨ but not complete : regulation aims at getting 
closer to efficiency  and eliminate market failures (light 
touch) 

 
 post crisis:  

 markets may not be efficient : costs of the crisis 
 eliminate or internalize negative externalities : more intrusive 

regulation 



information 

 process 
 

“fundamental 
value” 

market action 

price 

speculation 
stabilizing ? 
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why is finance¨ special?¨ 
 

 interconnectedness 

 

 maturity transformation and leverage 

 

 agency problems and incentives 

 

 financial innovation 



interconnectedness 
 

 two channels 

 direct counterparties 

 market dynamics and liquidity 

 

 consequences 

 contagion 

 too big to fail issues 

 moral hazard 
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maturity transformation and 
leverage  

 the essence of financial intermediation (especially 
through banks) 

 

 maturity transformation leads to inbuilt financial 
fragility 
 runs (deposits, short term paper, repos) 

 need for a lender of last resort 

 leverage 
 increases risk taking capacity 

 increases financial fragility 



 from Shin 



agency problems and incentives 
 

 agency problems : fund management, banks 
(information asymetry) 

 

 incentives : moral hazard, performance assessment, 
risk measurement, compensation 



financial innovation 
 

 not protected (no patent) 

 

 incentive to seek excess returns by constant 
¨innovation¨ (derivatives, structured securitization) 

 

 may add to complexity, loss of information (away from 
market efficiency) 

 

 difficult to distinguish ¨ good¨ from ¨ bad¨ innovation 
( a comparison with the pharmaceutical industry)  



Innovation during the current crisis 
 

 the theory : splitting and spreading of risk to those 
most adept at bearing it 

 

 The reality : hidden leverage; creation of « tail risk » 
and loss of information 

 

 The AAA CDOs 
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 shin procyclicality and money 
aggregates 



Innovation in recent times- 
summing up 

 

 Complexity 

 

 Destroys information 

 

 Uncertainty on fundamental value 

 

 Aggravates information asymmetries 

 

 Creates liquidity squeezes 
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2/ main building blocks 



interconnectednes
s 

leverage – 
maturity 
transformation 

agency problems 

financial 
innovation 

CCCP derivatives 

capital requirements  
risk weighted, 
leverage ratio 

liquidity 
requirements 

compensation 

risk taking:  
Volcker, Vickers 

too big to fail : 
resolution 



R = 50 

NR = 50 

non weighted : leverage ratio 

N+NR=100 
Capital :9 

borrowing and 
deposits : 91 

 risk weighted 

NR zero risk 
weight = 0 

R risk 
weight 
100% with 
18% capital 
charge 

Capital : 9 

borrowing and 
deposits : 91 



3/ some specific issues 
 

 liquidity and solvency 

 

 procyclicality 

 

 transparency 

 

 macroprudential regulation and supervision 



liquidity and solvency 
 two different concepts 

 

 an interaction 

 illiquidity may  lead to unsolvency 

 does solvency bring liquidity ? 

 

 liquidity spirals  

 

 and exceptional liquidity provision 



 RESERVES 

or selling 
SECURITIES 

 LOANS 

CAPITAL 

DEPOSITS or 
SECURITIES 

(  withdrawals  - ) 

[ liquidity ] 
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 RESERVES 

 SECURITIES 

 LOANS 

 EQUITY -  

DEPOSITS 

 
 losses ( - ) 

 losses (-) 

 contracts 

solvency 
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liquidity 
 

 not a fixed pool of assets ( no such thing as «  a certain 
amount of liquidity ») 

 

 rather ¨a state of the world¨ 

 

 contingent on risk appetite 

 

 funding and market liquidity 

 

 aggregate and idiosynchratic liquidity shocks 

 



shin : procyclicality and monetary 
aggregates 



shin : balance sheet capacity and endoenous 
risk 



uncertainty, liquidity and market 
freeze 

 

 distinction between risk and uncertainty 

 

 

 two unpredicted events : interbank market in 2007; 
Lehman 

 

 

 uncertainty, liquidity hoarding ( infinite demand for 
liquidity, survival strategies) 

 

 uncertainty and market freeze 

 



liquidity, multiple equilibria and 
runs 
 

liquidity and multiple equilibria 

 the rationale for LLR and deposit insurance 

 but creates moral hazard 

runs 

 traditional bank run: Northern Rock 

 repos runs : Bear Stearn , Lehman 

 MMFs ?  

 

foreign exchange reserves 

 

 



procyclicality 
 

 fluctuations in risk appettite 

 

 interactions between asset  prices and financial 
intermediaries’ balance sheets 

 

 credit booms and busts 

 

 liquidity spirals 



funding 
squeezes 

needs to 
“fire 

sale”assets 

losses 

solvency 
deteriorates 

doubts on 
viability 



funding 
squeezes 

needs to 
“fire 

sale”assets 

losses 

solvency 
deteriorates 

doubts on 
viability depends on 

financial 
fragility 
(maturity 
transformation
) 

depends on balance 
sheet robustness  

(capital-leverage) 



shin : financial intermdiaries, financial 
stability and monetary policy 



transparency 
 

 in theory, an absolute necessity for efficiency 

 information asymetry a major source of market 
friction 

 the permanent search for transparency during the 
crisis ( reestablish counterparty relationships) 

 but 

 the grossman stiglitz paradox : hedge funds, ratings 

 ¨ ignorance is bliss¨ : liquidity and information sensitive 
securities 

 

 



macro prudential supervision 
 

 look at the financial system  as a whole : systemic and 
endogenous risk 

regulate systemic institutions ( the FED  with Dodd Frank) 

 

 attenuate booms and busts: countercylical capital 
requirements, loan to value ratios, margins 



4/ an assessment of the regulatory 
process 

 

 robustness increased ( less dependance on public support): 
capital; CCCP 

 

 still big moral hazard in the system 

 

 serious issues of international cooperation 
(implementation, resolution) 

 

 regulatory arbitrage ( shadow banking) 

 

 is regulation too complex ? ( recent speech by Haldane) 



5/- some contemporary challenges 
 

 what is a price : the LIBOR scandal 

 

 what is money : the controversy on Money Market 
Mutual Funds 

 

 what is a market : « dark pools » and algorythm 
trading 



conclusion : three trade offs  

 

 Between efficiency and robustness ( capital 
requirements, banking structures, the Volker rule) 

 

 Between innovation and risk ( standardization, 
consumer protection) 

 

 Between  micro and macro supervision ( 
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